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1. Introduction
TILDE is a multi-year project exploring distributed computing based on an
architecture in which the primary computing engine consists of a cluster of heterogeneous machines loosely coupled with bigh-speed local area networks (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. A multi-machine computing cngine.

At the center of the computing engine is a higb-speed file transfer network that
transfers single blocks or entire 6les among machines. Because the computing engine
places high demand on the file transfer network, it must behave well under high load
(we plan to use token-passing riog technology).
Another local area network provides an interface between the Computing
Engine and users. Because users need to search for services among all machines, tbe
interface network must provide broadcast or. preferably. multicast service (we plan
to use CSMA-CD technology for the interface network).
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Multi-machine computing engines are themselves connected with an internct.
Thus, at least one of the machines in a given computing engine serves as a gateway,
cODnecting the computing engine to the internet. Allbaugh remote computing
engines can communicate. we assume that transmission delays across the Internet
may be significantly longer tban delays within the computing eogine.
Each individual machine in a computing engine provides a set of services such
as electronic mail, general purpose command interpretation, hardcopy printing, or
high-speed vector processing. Heavily used services are duplicated on several
machines to improve performance. Less heavily used services, or services that
require special-purpose hardware may be available on only ODe machine in each computing engine, or may only be available on remote computing engines.
Conceptually. a user has access to all possible services simultaneously, whether
they are supplied by the local computing engine or a remote one. The user interface
that provides such access consists of an intelligent termiMl that communicates with
the computing engine over the interface network. More powerful than conventional
terminals but less powerful than independent "workstations". intelligent terminals
provide two important mechanisms. First, they request services from individual
machines of the computing engine on behalf of the user. Second, they provide lim~
ited local computiog power for special~purpose interactive tasks (e.g.• front-ends of
editors).
Multi~machine computing engines differ from conventional architectures in
significant ways. They have more power than systems of personal workstations
because most processing is performed on arbitrarily powerful processors in the com~
puting engine. They have greater ftexibility than conventional time.sharing systems
because new services and more computational power can be added to the s~tem by
adding individual machines to the engine. Most importantly. it is possible to choose
hardware appropriate to the computation. For example. CPU·intensive services such
as "number crunching'" can be performed on large mainframe machines, while ser~
vices like electronic mail can be provided by inexpensive minicomputers.
Project Goals
The goal of the TILDE project is to explore general-purpose computing systems
that run 00 the multi~machioe computiog engine. The scope includes systems archi~
tecture as well as principles of distributed systems. We focus on location~transparent
interfaces. distributed file systems, and higb~level services. More specifically) the project explores computing systems in which the user interface hides details of the
underlying architecture. making the multi-machine computing engine appear to be a
single, large time-sharing system.
Tilde Prototype

The immediate project objective is to produce an experimental prototype Tilde
system. The prototype will serve as the basis for further experiments with system
design, and as the foundation on which new high~level services are built. The model
we have in mind is a UNIX~like system with the syntactic parts of the interactive
shell (command interpreter) resident in the intelligent terminal. and the command
set is augmented with new commands that implement high-level services. We envi.
sian a prototype system that will:
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- 'provide roughly the same mix of general-purpose computing as a singlemachine running the UNIX timesharing system
- be easily expandable. In particular. it will be possible to increase the power of
the system by adding more individual machines to the computing engine; it will
be possible to increase the variety of services provided by introducing new
user-level software without rebinding the kernel.
- have tougly the same performance characteristics as a single-machine UNIX
system (Le., the user will perceive no gross difference in performance).
- provide each user access to all services.
- provide access to new high-level services.
- integrate communication/access among local and remote computing engines.

Research Plan
The research is experimental. It consists of designing, building, measuring, and
improving. We will design and build a multi-machine computing engine prototype by
Fall of 1984 and refine it by Spring of 1985. The prototype will include a 3-machine
computing engine and at least 6 intelligent terminal interface units.
The intellectual challenge lies in finding a system architecture that is powerful,
flexible, and efficient. Solving the problem requires more than engineering skills
because the design involves research with naming, synchronization, and communications mechanisms. Solving the problem involves more than mathematics because system performance is important. The main result of our wort will be improved understanding of the issues underlying multi-machine systems and computational services.
2. Technical Issues
Naming
Computing environments provide access to objects such as processes, users, devices, files, and services. In distributed environments, the question of naming is central to system design because names can only be exchanged freely among mechanisms
that dereference them the same way. For example, if each machine in the computing
engine maintains its own file name space, a given file name may not refer to the same
file when interpreted on two different machines.
A naming mecbanism is transparent if all names are known globally (Le., if a
given name refers to exactly tbe same object independent of tbe context in which it
is interpreted). Name transparency is desirable because it allows users to exchange
objects like programs that reference data by name. Ultimately, name transparency
can only be achieved if names are unique. Such uniqueness requires either a central
authority to designate all names, or an agreement by which individual Rsites R(e.g., a
computing engine) can assign names. Consulting a central authority is too
inefficient, so tbe question becomes bow to assign transparent names in a distributed
envirooment.
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introduce location dependencies. For example. some distributed systems prepcnd
machine names onto file names, making names take the form machine:dfile. We
reject tbis approach because it implies that references to a file must change whenever
the file moves from one machine to another (see "file system design" below).
Another naming consideration concerns Dame length. Users prefer to shorten
names, using abbreviations in place of longer Dames whenever the correct Dame can
be deduced from the context in whicb the name is resolved. For example, file names
in UNIX are specified either as full path names or shortened names (which are iDter~
preted with respect to the "current" directory). Allowing users to substitute short
names for longer ones mates naming convenient, but increases the probability that
names conflict.
In general, TILDE provides transparency only for those objects which users
routinely manipulate. Primarily, this means tbat in a given computing engine,
TILDE interprets file names and user login names consistently. We expect, however,
that other identifiers may not be known globally. For example, process identifiers
may remain local to tbe machine that executes the process. Keeping some identifiers
local helps make the system more efficient. One of the important issues is whether
such partial transparency provides sufficient Oexibility.
FR. Syst.m Design
Having transparent file names is especially important because users reference
data and programs by naming the files in which they reside. The file system can be
partitioned into two parts, one that deals with the binding of file names to files. and
another that provides access to a file. The first part, usually called the directory,
implements -the naming scheme and the binding of names to objects. The second
part provides access to a file object once its location is known.
Because users interact with more than one macb!ne in the computing engine at
a given time, the file system must provide efficient access to all files. On one hand,
centralized file systems are less efficient than distributed systems because the central
file server forms a bottleneck in the system. Oh the other hand, consistency and synchronization are difficult in distributed systems. We are interested in a compromise
between centralized file systems and completely distributed ones. One compromise
considers file systems which keep data "'close" to the most frequent point of access,
and migrates files slowly as the focus of access changes. In such an environment,
files reside on storage devices attached to individual machines in the computing
engine. Although files reside on panicular machines, any machine in the computing
engine can access any file because each machine also provides block~level access to its
files through the file transfer network. The goal of a migrating file system is to make
most file access as efficient as a conventional single-processor computing system while
providing as much Oexibility as a completely distributed file system.
intelligent Termlnallnterface
Intelligent terminals serve as the user interface to a computing engine. We seek
to use the intelligent terminal for two purposes. First, it will handle the syntactic
details of keyboard input and pointer tracking with a single. uniform mechanism.
Thus, the input to all services can use a single style. Second, it will allow program~
mers to write specialized front-end software and dowl;lload it into the terminal to
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improve response. Thus, it will be possible to haole a mail system that responds to
keystrokes rapidly, even though a machine in the computing cogine performs much
of the mail processing.
3. High-Level Services
A major part of Tilde concentrates on designing high.level services that the
computing eogine provides. Two such projects are already underway.
Electronic Mall

Electronic mail is currently based on independent memos. However. subscribers
frequently use mail systems to transport files and to conduct conferences among
groups of individuals. Research on mail will explore a higher-level mail environment
based 00 conversations rather than memos. The notion of "conversation" encompasses traditional memo systems. bulletin-boards, and conferencing systems. our
conversation~based mail will allow users to "attach" files to a message in such a way
that the recipient can save the attached files without reading them. It will also keep
tbe history of an exchange, sort incoming mail 60 that all messages pertaining to a
given conversation are kept together, and stamp an expiration date on messages so
messages like "system going down at lOAM" will disappear automatically at the
appropriate time.

Event Senice
Tilde will provide a service that bandIes scheduled events. Examples of such
events include: asking for a reminder message at a given time, scheduling computa~
tion to be performed at a given time (or on a periodic basis), keeping an appointment
calendar. and providing a time-stamp for distributed algorithms. The idea is to collect all services that deal with time together and provide a single. uniform interface
for accessing them. The event service must be reliable (in the sense that system
crashes will not cause loss of events), and efficient (in the sense that scheduling an
event is fast).
4. Personnel
Below is a summary of Tilde personnel along with their network. addresses:
Project Coordinator
Douglas Comer (dec@purdue) directs the Tilde project. coordinating the
research efforts. In addition, Comer manages the high-level mail, and event services subprojects. Comer also manages the distributed naming research.
Other Principal Investigators:
John T. Korb (jtk@purdue) is in charge of the intelligent terminal subproject.
Walter F. Tichy (wft@purdue) is in cbarge of the migrating file system research.
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Facolty Associates

Thomas P. Murtagh (tpm@purdue) works with Comer on distributed naming.
Supported Students

Larry Peterson (lIp@purdue) works on the high-level mail service.
Christopher Kent (cak@purdue) works on network protocols and system architecture
Zuwang Ruan (zxr@purdue) works on migrating file systems.
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